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ABSTRACT
Advertisement is funding a lot of the digital landscape we interact
with on a day-to-day basis. As our digital landscape evolve and
the field of Cross Reality is maturing, it is of value to examine its
compatibility with this mean of monetization. With the perspective
of three major stakeholders in mind (advertisers, developers and
end-users) this study examines the impact of two different sets
of advertisements, one set from a variety of brands and one set
from a single brand, in a Virtual Reality experience. A user study
is conducted with data being collected through a questionnaire-
supported interview as well as the advertisement software within
the virtual experience. The results show very little impact on the
user experience in general, however the data suggests a significant
advantage for a variety of advertisement in terms of subconsciously
reaching the user.

Reklam finanansierar stora delar av det digitala landskap vi inter-
agerar med dagligen. Allt eftersom tekniken utvecklas och området
Cross Reality mognar, är det av värde att undersöka dess kom-
pabilitet med denna typ av finansiering. Ur perspektivet av tre
huvudintressenter (annonsörer, utvecklare och slutanvändare), un-
dersöker denna studie inverkan från två olika uppsättningar av
reklam. Den ena uppsättningen består av reklam från en variation
av varumärken och den andra uppsättningen består av reklam från
ett enskilt varumärke. En användarstudie genomförs med data som
insamlas via en enkät-stöttad intervju samt genom mjukvaran som
levererar reklamen inom den virtuella upplevelsen. Resultaten visar
väldigt liten inverkan på den generella användarupplevelsen, dock
antyder datan att det finns en signifikant fördel för en variation av
reklam när det gäller aspekten att undermedvetet nå användarna.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Advertisement is a big part of modern society and has a big impact
on our day to day life, probably a bigger impact than most ever
reflect upon. It is present in our day to day life as we commute to
work, on the side of the road or on the train. It is present in the
entertainment we consume, whether it is in print, television or in
the movies.

Advertisement is also funding our major source of information,
the internet. Whether one is looking for information through the
biggest search engine in the world, Google, or one is sharing some-
thing with a friend on a social media platform like Facebook, Twit-
ter or Snapchat, it is on a platform that is nearly 100% funded by
advertising[20].

As technology evolve it is a reasonable suggestion that adver-
tisement will continue playing a part of its process going forward.
This study focuses on a new technology, Cross Reality experiences,
Virtual Reality in particular, and how advertisement may be used to
best accommodate this new platform. Product placement is identi-
fied as an advantageous form of advertisement for Cross Reality, as
it will not actively interrupt a users experience. With key character-
istics of a "failed" product placement being either: the product being
completely out of place and irrelevant to the context; or recurring
so often that the end-consumer notices a pattern, this study will
focus specifically on the impact of a variety of advertisements, from
an array of different advertisers and brands, versus recurrence of
advertisement, where all present advertisements come from the
same advertiser or brand.

In order to evaluate advertisement, one has to consider the per-
spective of the three major stakeholders that exist in each and every
case of advertisement. There is the advertiser, the stakeholder that
want to carry out a message about their brand, product or service.
Then there is the stakeholder that provides the platform, it may
be the movie producer/director who enables product placements,
it may be a website host, but in our case it is the developer who
is developing the Cross Reality experience. Finally we have the
stakeholder who is the target of the advertisement but also the
end-user of the platform. This may be the audience of a movie, a
website visitor or, in our case, the user who is consuming the Cross
Reality experience.

Research Question: Will recurrence of advertisement have a
bigger impact on a user’s Cross Reality experience than a variety
of advertisements?

To better be able to discuss and evaluate the perspectives of these
three stakeholders in regards to Cross Reality, let us clarify what
the term includes and what the important aspects of a successful
Cross Reality experience are.

2 BACKGROUND
2.1 Cross Reality
Cross Reality, also known as Extended Reality (XR), is an umbrella
term that includes "all real-and-virtual combined environments and
human-machine interactions generated by computer technology



and wearables"[14], including Virtual Reality (VR), Augmented
Reality (AR) and Mixed Reality (MR)[11].

Virtual Reality. A VR experience immerses people into a completely
virtual world. It is either trying to replicate a real environment or
creating an imaginary world.

Augmented Reality. An AR experience takes the real, physical world
and augments or supplements it with computer generated objects
such as graphics, video, sound or GPS data.

Mixed Reality. A MR experience also brings in elements of the real
world alongside virtual elements. However, the key characteristic of
mixed reality is that the real-world content and the virtual content
are able to react to each other.

2.2 XR Tech to Date and What Is to Come
Virtual Reality is the section of XR that is the most advanced and
have hardware available for reasonable consumer prices. The range
of Virtual Reality Head-MountedDisplays (HMDs) that are available
as of this study, could be divided into two large categories based on
their price and performance. There are the premium ones, e.g. the
HTC Vive and the Oculus Rift, that are high performance headsets
that with the support of a high-end external gaming computer is
able to deliver the best VR experiences to the consumers that can
afford it. Currently a consumer will have to pay in the area of $500
for a premium HMD, on top of the price of a computer in a price
range of over a thousand dollars to support it.

For the broader audience that may not be ready to make the
financial commitment to purchase one of the premium HMDs and
a computer to support it, there is an array of cheaper headsets able
to efficiently deliver simpler VR experiences. Some of the more
well known are the Google Cardboard and Samsung Gear who both
utilize smartphones as the computer, gyro and display unit, as well
as the Oculus GO which is the simplest HMD from Oculus. It is a
simple headset built to be used without any support from external
computing power. The attribute of being stand-alone is arguably the
biggest advantage for all the cheaper HMDs, along with their more
obtainable price. Not being dependant on the support of a powerful
computer allows the HMD to be way less restricted by location and
makes it easier to bring along to various events, friends or simply
across your home. On top of that there is no external cables to get
entangled in and remind you of your physical self. However, there is
a major drawback to the cheaper HMDs compared to their premium
counterparts. A part from the slightly more limited graphics that
a simpler HMD can handle, it is also limited to three degrees of
freedom (3DOF) in its tracking. 3DOF is that the headset is tracking
in three dimensions but not including rotation, which in practise
means it is able to track when you look up, down, to the left and to
the right but not much more.

The premium headsets however, are able to track in six degrees
of freedom (6DOF), and with the help of their positional cameras
they are able to track anything from head tilts to physical location
changes within the tracked area. E.g. the HTC Vive utilizes two
positional cameras that enclose an area of approximately five square
metres, and allow the user to move freely within the equivalent
virtual representation.

The next generation of VR headsets, such as the Oculus Quest,
will hopefully be able to bring the best of both worlds and create
a category of its own, between the simpler ones and the premium
ones. It will be stand-alone, not requiring any external computing
power to support it, at the same time as it will support 6DOF and a
higher standard of graphics. It is said to be available to a similar price
as the premium HMDs but without the need of a high performance
computer which will make it more obtainable.

Mixed Reality and Augmented Reality utilities still have some
way to go until it hits the broader consumer market but that does
not mean that development is not ongoing. We have already seen
AR functionalities being added to mobile applications and games,
such as e.g. Pokemon GO that utilize GPS data to move your virtual
character around in an augmented reality to catch virtual Pokemon.

MR and AR-specific hardware is also being developed, with
Microsoft’s Hololens and theMagic Leap, being two of the most well
known projects and products. Both however, are only available in
development versions, being sold and distributed to XR content
creators at prices approximately six times the one of a premium VR
headset.

Although it is not quite consumer-ready yet, with the continuous
advancements in Cross Reality technology, as well as the next
paradigm shift in data streaming capabilities being imminent with
5G mobile connectivity tests currently being carried out[6], the
dream of every day Cross Reality applications is not so distant. As
the market is maturing and growing, the opportunity for developers
to reach people in a completely new format increases.

2.3 The Evaluability of XR
In order to be able to evaluate the XR experience and the impact
advertisement has on it, it is useful to have a fundamental under-
standing of the field of User Experience. When User Experience or
UX is mentioned, a common mis- and/or preconception is that it
has something to do with website design. While that is the case
from time to time, the field of User Experience is much wider than
that. The definition of exactly what User Experience is, varies a bit
depending on who you ask, in what context you ask and how you
ask it, even within the scientific field of UX.

A broad definition of User Experience, taken from the ISO [8],
says that User experience includes all the users’ emotions, beliefs, pref-
erences, perceptions, physical and psychological responses, behaviours
and accomplishments that occur before, during and after use. That
includes use of a product, system or service. Broadening even more,
looking at the definition by the Nielsen Norman Group [13], self-
proclaimed "World leaders in research based User Experience", they
also include any interaction with the company and owner of the
product, system or service.

In the scope of Cross Reality Experiences and in the scope of this
paper, a successful user experience goes hand in hand with the level
of immersion the user is experiencing. Immersion is one of the core
aspects of a good Cross Reality experience. If you look it up in the
Cambridge English Dictionary you can read that immersing oneself
into something is "to become completely involved in something".
When the term is used in this paper, immersion will reference the
users perception of presence and being a part of the virtual environ-
ment and experience. A user that is fully immersed is experiencing
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the virtual experience with the sensation of being fully submerged
into the virtual reality, oblivious of their real world surroundings,
and a users sense of presence is maxed out when they perceive that
they are operating within the virtual environment rather than con-
trolling something from the outside. Any elements that impact the
immersion negatively will consequently contribute to a worse user
experience. Due to the importance of maintained immersion and
its correlation to user experience, testing the perceived immersion
and user experience it is possible to measure potential interference
and impact from commercial content.

If advertisement has a potential negative influence on the user
experience, is it then worth adding it at all? A brief analysis of
current and similar markets suggests it is.

2.4 The Role of Advertisement In XR
A fundamental condition for a developer or a studio to commit
to a new market full time, is the opportunity to make money. In
the current landscape, the majority of VR projects are funded by
venture capitalists, many of them yet to produce any revenue [19]
of their own. Those who do have a product that is live on market
tend to use a payment up front or in some cases a subscription fee
as means of monetization [4]. However, the economic commitment
up front excludes a big part of the possible userbase and as the
market grows it is possible that it follows in the footsteps of similar
markets.

Looking at the mobile game market, all of the top 10 grossing
games 2017 are Free-to-Play experiences, monetized with advertise-
ment and in-game purchases [4]. Advertisement is an established
compromise for receiving content for free, however there are some
problems as the platform switches to XR. In the current digital
media entertainment landscape, an advertisement at its core, is
an interruption to the experience. Whether it is a video ad in the
middle of a YouTube video or a pop-up advertisement as one dies
for the eight time in FlappyBird, the advertisement is interrupting
the flow of the experience.

That being said, advertisement has not always been associated
with interruption.

2.5 Negative Stigma of Advertisement
Advertisement has existed for thousands of years, with the Egyp-
tians doing steel carvings and papyrus illustrations to inform about
the crops and products they had for sale [5][16]. It is safe to say
that advertisement has had to adapt and reinvent it self since, with
new mediums constantly emerging. Since the 15th century there
has been advertisement in print and for almost 600 years it would
be the platform for what was come to be referred to as traditional
advertisement[5]. Traditional advertisement evolved as television
commercials became the latest medium in the middle of the 20th
century. While the content and focus of the advertisements con-
tinued to evolve as time went on, the consumption context for the
end consumers stayed fundamentally the same.

As explained in the article Why Our Brains Are Blocking Ads,
written by Gord Hotchkiss [7], consumers are conditioned and used
to consuming advertisement when the brain is in a idle state. A con-
sumer traditionally comes in contact with advertisement when his
or her brain is in an exploring and accepting state. Hotchkiss refers

to it as "bottom-up environmental scanning" where the consumer
is looking for something to capture their attention, whether it is
a movie, a magazine article or a newspaper column etc. The brain
is ready to be entertained or informed, relatively open for input
and primed to be in a positive state of mind. In addition to this, the
advertisement often comes packaged with a beneficial wrapper as
it appears in conjunction with the favorite tv-show or inside the
preferred newspaper.

However, as the world wide web came along, the context that
advertisement was consumed in started to change massively. Most
of the time when we are online, on the desktop or a mobile de-
vice, we are there searching for something specific, we have set
an objective for ourselves. Hotchkiss refers to this as a "top-down
foraging" mode, relating it with an instinct that has existed longer
than the human race itself: Optimal Foraging Theory. The theory
says that we are constantly filtering our environment to see what
is relevant to our intent and objective. When we find something
that help us towards our mission, such as food or information, the
reward system in our brain gives us a shot of dopamine, a positive
reward. On the other hand, if what we find do not help us towards
our intent, the right anterior insula, i.e. the part of the brain that
regulate pain, gets activated and we experience frustration. This
subconscious and primal behaviour has evolved since life’s origin
in order to help us be more effective in surviving and achieving the
main task at hand.

Be that as it may, when the same behaviour gets activated in our
current digital information environment, the exposure of disruptive
advertisement such as pop-ups result in a lot of frustration[7]. It is
due to this primal instinct that advertisement has an increasingly
negative stigma associated with it.

In the article "The Internet Bet on Advertising. But It Got the Bet
Wrong."[20], Rick Webb makes a case that the internet took the
wrong approach to advertising. He makes the distinction of direct
advertisement, e.g. "Get $10 off your first purchase", and brand ad-
vertising, e.g. "Just do it". He refers to the first as demand fulfillment
("What kind of camera should I buy?") and the second as demand
creation ("hmm, you know, good point. Maybe I should get more
into photography"). Companies have spent billions of dollars on
direct internet advertisement, utilizing the targeting possibilities
through Google Ad-Words and Facebook to sell a specific product
to a specific type of consumer. However, the biggest companies, the
ones who spend the most money on advertisement, still use tele-
vision as their platform as its the cheapest way to reach everyone
with their demand creating brand advertisement. This means that
the majority of advertisement money, with over 60% being spent on
brand advertisement[20], is not being prioritized in online media.
As Cross Reality evolve this is a case that could be worth having in
mind, as XR experiences provide a platform that is arguably more
similar to the conditions of television and movies than with internet
browsing.

As the quality of most XR experiences goes hand in hand with
their capability to create immersion, adding an element that is dis-
ruptive to the experience seems like a non-preferable option in the
perspective of both developers and users. Hence this study is focus-
ing on one of the least intrusive ways of introducing advertisement,
brand advertising through product placement.
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2.6 Product Placement
Product placement is traditionally a type of advertisement where
"a company has its product placed where it can be clearly seen
during a film or television program"[2]. If done correctly this is
a great way for advertisers to get a commercial message to the
consumers without triggering a negative response. Research have
shown particularly good results with product placements within
reality television, where brands are perceived to be a natural part of
the documented events. In 2008 Kowalczyk and Royne[9] conducted
a study examining product placement in reality tv, and found The
Biggest Loser to have the the most product placement appearances
during the spring 2008 season. The show amounted 3977 occur-
rences of product placement in the first quarter alone, with the
study coming up with results indicating positive correlations be-
tween the product placements in the show and the attitude towards
the brands.

Just as the traditional format of advertisement has been impacted
by the internet, so has product placement. Product placement today
is far from limited to film and television and it is present in all
kinds of entertainment, across social media and inside articles.
Sponsored content has evolved from being an advertisement before
a television show to being endorsements by social media influencers
and embedded into articles and tutorials explaining all kinds of
topics. Some social media influencers have their entire life enhanced
and supported by product placements.

Product placements have also found its way into interactive
entertainment, such as video games. E.g. Electronic Arts utilize
their partners logos at advertisement boards within their sports
franchises NHL and FIFA.

2.7 Why Product Placement in Games?
Since a game developer’s main focus and goal can be assumed to be
to create a positive user experience, there is an argument to be made
that the best approach in including a commercial aspect is through
product placement. The choice to interact with the commercial con-
tent is in the hands of the player and it will not actively contribute
to the increasing negative stigma associated with advertisement by
forcing itself upon the player by interrupting the progress towards
the game objective.

Product placement in games is not only beneficial for the game
developer, there is also a case to be made that is a beneficial platform
for advertisers. A study by Jeong et. al. [3] examined the correlation
between violence cues and brand recollection and brand attitude
respectively. Theymeasured physiological arousal through skin con-
ductance levels, whilst letting the test participants play a modified
version of Half Life 2, a first person shooter game. With presence
theory as a framework, they were able to use their test data to show
correlation between engagement and brand recollection as well as
arousal and brand attitude. However, whilst increased physiological
arousal showed a positive impact on brand attitude, it did not have
an impact on brand recollection in itself. Since both engagement
and arousal have a positive impact, albeit in different ways, it shows
that in-game advertisement is a lucrative and relevant medium for
advertisers.

Another argument for video games being a relevant platform for
advertisers is that the hard-to-reach demographic of 18- to 34-year-
olds[10] is very well represented among video game players. While
the video game business attracts an audience of various age groups,
both male and female, the part of extra interest for advertisers are
young adult males. This demographic tend to spend significantly
more time playing video games than consuming traditional media
such as television. A recent research report[12] show that gamers in
the ages 18 to 25 spend on average playing video games more than
seven hours everyweek. On top of that the same demographic spend
on average one hour more on watching other people play video
games, compared to the time they spend watching traditional sports
on television. With a big demographic having a larger presence on
an alternative market, it makes sense for the advertisers to follow.

2.8 Negatively Received Product Placements in
Games

The most well documented cases of product placements are the
ones that failed or had a bad reception from the players and fan
base. These tend to fall into two categories.

Firstly there is the ones with products blatantly out of place in
terms of context. For example the platform game Zool, starring an
intergalactic gremlin ninja from the Nth dimension, that for some
reason is obsessed with the Spanish lollipop Chupa Chups; and
Everquest II, a fantasy MMO-game taking place in a fictional world,
that had an in-game screen for ordering real life home delivery
from Pizza Hut.

Secondly we have the ones where the sheer volume of advertise-
ment makes it stand out. For example, in the game Enter the Matrix,
a game released in the hype of what at the time was one of the most
anticipated movies ever, Matrix: Reloaded, the recurrence of the
sports drink Powerade stood out with branded vending machines
at every other corner.

Examining the current market within gaming, previous product
placements in games has been mostly limited to direct partnerships
between the developers and a brand which often has limited the
number of different brands appearing in a game to one or a couple.
Technological advancements now make it easier for developers to
host dynamic campaigns within their games, enabling the possi-
bility to include a wider array of different products in the same
experience.

3 METHOD
In order to examine the impact of advertisement in a Cross Reality
experience, a user study is carried out. In the study the participants
play two versions of a simple game in Virtual Reality, in which
the virtual environment is occupied by advertisements. In the first
version of the test, referred to as version A, the advertisements
consist of a variety of brands and in the second version of the test,
referred to as version B, the advertisement are all from the same
brand, i.e. recurring.

3.1 Experiment Design
There are numerous ways to design a user study, e.g. the partici-
pants could be divided into independent groups where the test has
two or more conditions with different people in each condition;
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the repeated/related measures approach where the same individ-
uals participate in two or more conditions; or the matched pairs
approach where there is different people in each condition but they
are selected to be of e.g. similar background, age, gender and social
background [15].

This study is using the repeated measures approach with some
influence from the matched pairs design. The participants are se-
lected with the prerequisite to have at least basic technical finesse
and experience. This is to decrease the impact of a potential novelty
effect of virtual reality and to decrease the learning curve for the
test. The repeated measures approach is chosen for this study to
increase the amount of data collected without having to double the
amount of participants. Since both qualitative and quantitative data
is collected, the increased amount brings extra value to the latter
in order to decrease the standard deviation.

In a study by Srivastava [18], it was stated that making the test
participants aware of the objective of the research before taking
part, influenced them to give themselves an alternative objective,
in his case register more brand recall, in their attempts to perform
"better" as test subjects. Hence, the test participant is not told that
the test has anything to do with advertising, just the objective of the
game and an emphasis and encouragement to explore the virtual
environment.

To circumvent, minimize or at least better be able to discuss
the possibility that the first test had an impact on the participants
perception of the second test, half of the participants began with
version A followed by version B, whilst the other half began with
version B to then proceed with version A. In this way, the design
choice tries to bring some of the benefits of the independent groups
design.

The test participants of this study consists of 14 students, nine
male and five female. All participants are at least two years into
their studies of a technical education in computer science or media
technology and are familiar with using some version of cross reality
technology. All participants volunteer to be a part of the study and
have their data recorded. The data is recorded with the sole purpose
of this study and will not be used outside the format of this paper.

The test is designed to be conducted one participant at a time.
Beginning with a briefing of what to expect, clarification that the
participant is not the one being tested and that the experience is,
as well as if the participant feel the urge to stop the test, he or she
may do so at any time.

The test participant is not told that the test has anything to do
with advertising, just the objective of the game and an emphasis
and encouragement to explore the virtual environment.

The test proceeds with the test participant playing two versions
of a simple virtual reality game, version A and version B, developed
in the game engine Unity. The objective of the game is to collect a
set of cubes, twenty in total, placed at various positions throughout
the environment. The environment is an arcade hall, populated by
various arcade machines and equipment.

At various locations; such as walls, the sides of said machines
or other elements of the room, there are ad-units displaying ad-
vertisement to the user. The ad-units, developed by the company
Adverty, are used as a platform for ad-campaigns, enabling develop-
ers to host advertisement campaigns inside the game environment.

Figure 1: Test Environment - Version A. Advertisements can
be seen at the pillar near the highlighted cube and in the
very back, over an arcade machine

In-game they look similar to posters and billboards, enabling devel-
opers to place and immerse them into the virtual surroundings. In
total there are 10 ad-units in each of the used experiences.

In version A of the game, the ad-units are populated by a variety
of different advertisements from a few different game franchises
and a couple of betting companies.

In version B of the game, each and every ad-unit is populated
by advertisements from the same brand; Mountain Dew. The soda
brand was not picked for any particular reason except for its estab-
lished, but not extreme, level of brand exposure and that brands
such as beverages are a common and already established type of
product placement.

The game itself is created and designed to encourage the player to
explore the area, looking for cubes at various heights and locations
in the room, leaving no part of the room unvisited. The collectible
cubes are in different positions in the two versions to encourage
continuous exploration during the second playthrough as well.

Choice of Platform and Hardware. The platform used for this study
is Virtual Reality. It is the most advanced of the three mentioned
sub-trees of Cross Reality and it also provides the foundation to
conduct more controlled experiments and tests. Both Mixed Reality
and Augmented Reality are more sensitive to external stimulus due
to the interaction with the real world, while Virtual Reality produce
a consistent virtual environment every single test, with less risk of
random disruptions or anomalies.

The Virtual Reality headset used for the tests in this study is of
the model Oculus GO, the simplest in the lineup from Oculus. It is
comparing slightly better in performance than mobile-based head
mounted displays (HMD) such as the Samsung Gear, but limited
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Figure 2: One of the Mountain Dew advertisements visible
over an arcade machine in Test Environment Version B

to three degrees of freedom (3DOF) in its tracking, meaning that it
tracks in three dimensions but not with rotation.

Since neither lower-fidelity graphics nor limited degree of free-
dom in the tracking is a limitation for the purpose of this study, the
advantage of locational freedom and availability was big factors
when making Oculus GO the hardware of choice. Since the cheaper
HMDs are more obtainable and are significantly more common
compared to the premium ones, deciding to use the Oculus Go over
e.g. the HTCVive in this study, gives a more accurate representation
of the average VR experience.

Since the Oculus GO and other simple HMDs does not have a
camera based position tracking system, virtual movement has to
be implemented in an alternative way. In this study the movement
system uses a point and click implementation of teleportation with
a bezier curve laser displaying the target. The laser is used both for
collecting cubes, with the trigger button on the Oculus controller, as
well as moving location, with the thumb-pad button. The movement
mechanism is best described as teleportation, instantly changing
the players location from one to another. The distance the player
can move is limited, by design, to a few metres at the time. This
prohibits the player from moving across the entire environment
in one move which could lead to the player losing his or hers
environmental awareness and context which most likely will have
a negative impact on their perceived level of immersion.

3.2 Measures
Questionnaire-Supported Interview. To record qualitative data ob-
servational notes was taken as the test participant played the ex-
perience. It was followed by a questionnaire-supported interview
conducted by the thesis author, one on one with the participant in

conjunction with them completing the two tests. The questionnaire
was inspired by the Igroup Presence Questionnaire [1], focusing on
the feeling of presence and immersion of the user and the potential
interference from the advertisements. On a scale from one to seven,
the participant is asked about the sense of being there, the sense
of operating within the experience rather than from the outside,
as well as their awareness of their real-life surroundings whilst
engaging in the virtual experience.

For each question the participant is asked to compare their ex-
perience of the two versions, and to consider if they at any specific
time had an experience, feeling or thought that diverted from their
general opinion.

The participant is then asked if they had any awareness of the
advertisements placed at various locations throughout the game.
If they were aware, they are asked about their initial feeling when
noticing the advertisement followed by questions if they felt the
advertisements interfered with the experience in some way. Once
again, for each question the participant is asked to think back and
compare the different versions.

At the end of the questionnaire the participant is informed of the
complete test design and is given the opportunity to have a second
look of the game, this time aware of all its components. This gives
opportunity for further notes and reflections from the participant.

Software Data. The ad-units record relevant quantitative data such
as: The amount of time an advertisement has been live; the amount
of time the ad-unit has been within the field of view of the player;
and the visibility of the advertisement based on size, occlusion,
angle and lighting.

Adverty’s platform provide a calculated value called impressions
with their patent pending BrainImpression-algorithm, which math-
ematically confirms when a user has seen an ad-unit in-game. The
fundamentals of the algorithm include a basis of 120 degree field-of-
view; the ratio of which the field-of-view is occupied by an ad-unit;
at what angle the ad-unit is displayed relative to the users position
in order to measure readability of its contents; potential occlusion
to see if any object is interfering with the ad-units visibility; as well
as the lighting conditions, once again to measure the visibility of
the ad-unit.

Impressions are used in this study as a metric to compare between
the different tests. It will be used to compare overall behaviour of
how the participants perceive the advertisements.

For the purpose of this study, only quantitative data from the
initial two playthroughs, for each test participant, is used for further
analysis and potential conclusions. The data from the participants
opportunity to have a second look, knowing the full test design, is
discarded and deemed of no use for the purpose of this paper. This
is done with the intention to give all data as equal conditions as
possible and maintaining the premise of the test participant being
unaware of the test purpose when exploring the virtual environ-
ment.

4 RESULTS
4.1 Interviews and Participant Reactions
The Sense of being there. The test participants described their sen-
sation of being there, both average and median answer, to be a 5 on
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a scale of 1 to 7. The only negative deviant, a participant describing
it as a 2 out of 7, proclaimed that he had a hard time adapting to
the movement mechanism, which tempered his level of immersion.

There was no difference expressed in regards to test version A
and version B. However, seven participants said that during the
second playthrough they felt more at ease; that they had adapted
to the gameplay. Six out of the seven described this to increase
their sense of being there, being more comfortable and knowing
what to expect. The seventh participant, on the contrary, felt that
since he now was comfortable with the mechanics, he used them
more quickly, rushing through the objective more and experiencing
the virtual environment less. For these seven participants, there is
no significance or correlation if they started with test version A or
version B.

The Sense of Acting within the Virtual Space, rather than operating
from the outside. On this part there was more of an even spread on
the upper half of the scale; with three participants each across 7, 6,
5 and 4, with the remaining two on 3, resulting in an average of 5
out of 7.

Once again a common negative parameter mentioned was the
movement mechanic with four participants mentioning it as the
reason to not giving a higher score.

When asked if the sensation differed anything between the tests,
twelve out of the fourteen participants said that there was no dif-
ference whatsoever. However the remaining two both experienced
a lesser sense of operating within in version B, with one participant
asking if that version was intended to be more difficult.

The Awareness of real life surroundings. Ten out of fourteen partici-
pants expressed minimal awareness of their real life surroundings,
seven answering 2 out of 7 and three answering 1. One participant
proclaimed "When I took the headset off, I had no idea which part of
the room I was facing".

The other four participants all answered 4 out of 7. When asked
to motivate their choice two of the participants mentioned fear of
running into or hitting something; one recollected hearing his own
footsteps as he turned around, which reminded him of his physical
self; and one mentioned that she was aware of my presence in the
room and that she was not letting herself getting to carried away
in the virtual experience.

When asked to compare their awareness between the different
tests, only one person said that it differed, proclaiming to be more
aware of the real world during the second test, version B.

Awareness of Advertisement. This question took a majority of the
participants completely off guard. Out of the 14 participants, each
playing two versions of the game each, only two participants were
able to recollect seeing any advertisement. In both cases they
claimed to have seen advertisements in one of the two versions of
the game.

The first of the two participants who recollected seeing adver-
tisement, said that he saw them in his second playthrough (version
A). Although he also admitted that he knew about the company
Adverty, that they were involved somehow and that he spent more
of the second playthrough exploring the walls than focusing on the
objective. He said that the advertisement felt like posters that likely

could be found in an arcade hall and that they did not interfere
with the gameplay experience at all.

The second participant who recollected seeing advertisement
also said that he saw them in his second playthrough, which in his
case was version B. He was convinced that there had been no adver-
tisements in the first version and that the added advertisements in
the second one was the difference. When asked about how he felt
about the advertisements he said that Mountain Dew was a good
choice of brand for the environment and that it added "realness" to
recognize an actual brand, but nonetheless he felt that it interfered
with the experience. The same brand everywhere felt "unnatural"
and intrusive. He was surprised to know that the first version of
the game also had been populated by advertisements, albeit of a
variety of brands.

The remaining twelve remaining participants shared the emo-
tion of surprise but with the cause being the existence of adver-
tisement at all. A majority had been completely oblivious to the
advertisements and had no recollection of them even when given
the opportunity to have a second look in game. A couple of these
participants referred to their commitment to the gameplay task as
an excuse for their lack of environmental awareness.

Three of the remaining participants recollected themselves to
maybe have seen a few of the brands, after allowed to have a second
look, mentioning that Mountain Dew felt familiar.

The last participant however, blurt out "Oh look, Mountain Dew!
haha" approximately four seconds into her first playthrough. When
asked for recollection of any brands or product placement, she had
none. It was not until she was recited at the end of the questionnaire
that it came back to her. She then described "the Mountain Dew
poster" as a decorative touch on the virtual environment and that
it had not interfered with her gameplay experience whatsoever.

4.2 Software Data
The test participants varied in effectivenesswhen trying to complete
the game objective, resulting in completion times ranging from 1
minute and 41 seconds to 6 minutes and 19 seconds, for a single
test playthrough. The average run-time of a test was 3 minutes and
39 seconds, registering an average of 153 impressions in the ad-unit
software. The number of impressions ranged from 65 to 343 during
a single test.

The results from test version A show an average of 176,6 impres-
sions per test and the results from test version B show an average
of 129,5 impressions per test.

Breaking down the number of impressions for each participant
gives a ratio of number of impressions between version A and version
B ranging between 0,629 and 2,738 in advantage of version A. This
showed that on average a test participant had 49%more impressions
during test version A.

Comparing the number of impressions during a participants first
playthrough and their second playthrough gave a less significant
difference. The average number of impressions during the first
playthrough was 155,8; with 150,3 for the second playthrough re-
spectively; resulting in a 3,66% advantage for the first playthrough.
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Figure 3: The Impression Data from all Test Participants. It
illustrates the spread in the individual results.

5 DISCUSSION
At the beginning of the study we asked ourselves: "Will recurrence
of advertisement have a bigger impact on a user’s Cross Reality
experience than a variety of advertisements?". Well, did it?

The initial feedback from the test participants was not the one
anticipated beforehand. I expected a few more participants to be
disturbed by the advertisements and most certainly a few more to
notice them at all. Despite the encouragement to look around and
explore the virtual environment, both through verbal instructions
at the beginning of the test and through the game design itself,
most participants were left completely oblivious. A parallel may
be drawn to the research done by Simons and Chabris [17], where
they in their paper Gorillas in Our Midst: Sustained Inattentional
Blindness for Dynamic Events gave their participants the task to
watch a video of a few people passing a basketball between them.
They were given the objective to count the number of passes made
in the video and were then immediately asked to write down their
count(s) on paper. The test results showed that 46% out of the 192
participants were so focused on the task at hand that they missed
the ’unexpected event’ of either a woman with a large umbrella or
a person dressed in a full-body gorilla suit, slowly walking through
the scene.

Their findings suggest that we only perceive and remember the
objects and details that receive focused attention. This is closely
knit with the Optimal Foraging Theory mentioned in part 2.3 of
this paper, where in this case the reward system in the brain is
triggered upon collecting a cube and the rest of the environment is
disregarded as non-useful information. I.e. the commitment to the
objective, for a portion of the test participants, had a major impact
on their environmental awareness.

While some of the participants experience "Inattentional Blind-
ness", it is unlikely that this was the case for all of the participants

who initially claimed to have no recollection of any product place-
ment or brand presence in the test. This due to the comments, both
as the test was ongoing and upon later reflection, that they noted
or thought to have noted the brand presence but disregarded it as a
natural part of the environment, not as a commercial message.

The one test participant that did express taking issue with the
product placement, had no issue with the presence of the brand in
itself. It was the recurrence of the same brand everywhere that he
described as unnatural and compared it to visiting a similar setting
in real life and that a single brand occurring everywhere would
never happen.

The occurrence of the same advertisement did not only bring a
negative reaction from the participants consciously aware of the
ads, the quantitative data from the software also show a significant
disadvantage. With the participants triggering an average of 49%
more impressions in the test populated by a variety of advertise-
ments, version A, it suggests that the Optimal Foraging Theory
could be present at higher extent in test version B.

To further strengthen the fact it was the test version who caused
the different data output, the study was designed so that half of
the participants began with test version A and the other half began
with version B. Comparing the data from the first issued test and
the second only showed a difference of 4%, which in the context is
regarded insignificant. Hence the order the test was issued can be
disregarded and emphasis can be put on the different versions of
the test.

Comparing the quantitative data from the software with the
qualitative data from the participants, there are no glaring corre-
lations between not being aware of the advertisements and the
number of impressions, quite the contrary. The participant who was
consciously aware of the repeated product placement was the test
participant with the fewest number impressions, in total, out of
all of the participants. This suggests, from the Optimal Foraging
Theory-perspective, that the negative response to the "non-useful"
information was strong enough to both trigger conscious awareness
of it as well as triggering the behaviour of avoiding it. It is plausible
that a preconceived negative stigma to advertisement contributed
to the reaction as soon as the participant identified the information
as advertisement. However, this is not something measured in the
study and is purely based on suggestions from the literature study
and is something that would have to be explored in a future study.

Looking at the three participants with the most impressions, none
of them had an immediate recollection of seeing advertisements, but
all of them expressed some form of recollection upon revisiting the
scenario. Two of the participants recollected seeing advertisements,
whilst the third was convinced something was different between
the tests but could not put his finger on it. He kept coming back to
the theory that the graphics was "clearer" during his second part
of the test. All three of these participants, when informed about
the advertisements, said to have interpreted them as posters and
a part of the environment. This, combined with the data from the
software, suggests that the advertisements, especially the varied
ones in version A, were processed by these participants as environ-
mental information and triggered the "Inattentional Blindness" to
less extent.

Whilst this does not directly explain why the third participant
experienced his second playthrough to have "clearer" graphics,
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one can take a look at his data alongside another participants
data, one who had a similar claim. He said that the environment
felt "starker" in his second playthrough. During both of their sec-
ond playthroughs, they record a less than average number of im-
pressions, with one of them having significantly less impressions
in his second playthrough compared to his first. One theory be-
hind the participant’s reaction in these two cases is that the per-
ceived amount of new valuable information is higher in their first
playthrough, making the environment feel more cluttered. However,
during the second playthrough, the potentially increased "Inatten-
tional Blindness" caused the participant to perceive the environment
to be "starker" or the graphics to be "clearer", due to the perception
of less information.

While the average number of impressions is significantly higher
in version A compared to version B; and the data is not showing any
significant difference in average number of impressions between
the first and the second playthrough; there is a difference in the
average number of impressions for version A depending on whether
the participant played version B before it or not. Participants who
played version B before showed an average of 10% less impressions
than the ones who played version A first. One reason for this could
be that the repetitive ads of version B triggered the negative reaction
described by the Optimal Foraging Theory, resulting in increased
"Inattentional Blindness" carrying over to the second test.

5.1 The Three Stakeholders
What does the results of the study tell us from the perspective of
our three different parties mentioned in the background; the users,
the developers and the advertisers.

From a user perspective, both versions of the test performed
better than beforehand anticipated. The varied product placement
had an advantage as it literally received zero negative comments
from any of the participants, whilst the one participant aware of the
recurrent product placement expressed moderate resentment to-
wards it. This outcome, albeit very small, suggests that there might
be a case of "once you see it, you can not unsee it" which would
put version B at an even bigger disadvantage than the quantitative
data suggest. The data that show that version A have 49% more
impressions suggest that the participants continue to explore and
experience the environment which suggests a positive experience
and greater immersion. This supports my hypothesis that a high
number of advertisements from a wide variety of products will have
less of an impact on the players game experience than the same
number of advertisements all coming from the same product, albeit
not in the way I would have anticipated.

From a developer perspective the test data, both quantitative and
qualitative, showed that correct usage of a variety of advertisements
did not have a negative impact on the intended experience, and that
in some cases it even suggest to have enhanced the experience. The
two participants who expressed they were the most immersed into
the game also showed above average number of impressions from
version A and below average number of impressions from version B.

From an advertisers points of view the results suggest that a
repetitive approach may trigger the negative reaction described
in the Optimal Foraging Theory to a higher extent, increasing
"Inattentional Blindness". The data suggest that the already existing

negative stigma associated with advertisement is less palpable in a
context where the advertisement appears as a natural occurrence
and is more likely to do so when it is not the only advertisement
present. The data suggest that when the participant is presented by
a varied array of different advertisements, they tend to stay in an
explorative state of mind to a significantly higher extent.

5.2 The Other Branches of Cross Reality
The results from this study show a significant advantage in terms
of continuous exploration and receptivity from the users when the
environment is occupied by a variety of information. Whilst these
results are drawn from a controlled Virtual Reality environment,
there is nothing that suggests that the fundamentals of the Optimal
Foraging Theory should not be presentwhen the context is switched
to Mixed or Augmented Reality. It is plausible that the dynamic real
world environment, containing additional information, encourages
the user to continue the environmental scanning throughout the
experience and thereby decreasing the presence of "Inattentional
Blindness".

It is also plausible that if there is a clear separation between
the real world environment and the computer generated objects,
that the brain identifies the real world environment as non-useful
information and completely overlooks it as it tries to complete the
virtual objective. In this scenario it is then up for discussion if the
advertisements get extra attention as they are virtual objects, sug-
gesting they could be of use for the player; or if the brain associates
the advertisements, based on the now easier to identify shape or
other factors, as non-helpful information resulting in them getting
overlooked.

Mixed Reality experiences should have less of a problem with
there being a distinction between the real world and the virtual
objects as the key characteristic of MR is the interactability between
the two. Since a MR experience require the user to take both vir-
tual and real objects into consideration, the effect of "Inattentional
Blindness" should be less present, hence potentially giving better
conditions for advertisements to get their message across to the
user.

5.3 Method Critique and Interfering Factors
A contributing factor to the "Inattentional Blindness" in this study
was the time spent in the test. Each version of the test was played
only once and the gameplay did not go on for long enough for the
participant to lose focus of the main objective. It is plausible to
imagine that repetitive or prolonged experiences within the same
environment would lead to a more receptive exploration from the
player. Even though it was explicitly expressed to each participant
that there was no time limit to the test and that there was no score
being recorded that correlated to the time of completion, several of
the participants showed signs of trying to complete the objective
as fast as possible. The motivation behind this could be either a
natural competitiveness from the participant or in some cases the
participant may have experienced an element of stress from the
fact that there was someone waiting for them to finish the task.

One reason that the advertisements were disregarded at such
magnitude, could be related to the context of the research setting
itself. All participants knew they were partaking in a research study
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for a thesis paper utilizing a simplistic game on a yet maturing
technology and platform that is Virtual Reality. Most likely they
had very little or no anticipation of being commercially targeted
in any way, leading to not utilizing the commercial filters we have
been primed to use, which then results in not being able to recollect
seeing any commercial content.

This study focuses completely on the form of advertisement, but
the advertisement content should not be completely overlooked in
its potential impact on the participants. It is possible that the brand
choice of Mountain Dew did not do the participants any favors, as
its brand identity has an established association with gaming and
the clientele that normally would populate a gaming arcade. Since
the brand at first glance might not be comprehended as being out
of place or context, a relaxed and receptive mind is less likely to
have a cynical reaction to it.

The choice of hardware may have had an impact on the test data
in three aspects, with the first being the player movement mechanic
of teleportation. The movement mechanic was the most common
answer that had a negative influence on the perceived immersion
of the participants. Although all participants adapted seemingly
friction-less to the point-and-click teleportation, it was mentioned
as the one thing that kept reminding them of the virtuality of the
experience. However, the problem of a realistic movement system
is not anything unique to this study and is an ongoing struggle
in current VR-tech. HMDs such as the HTC Vive is able to track
physical movement within an area of approximately 5 squaremetres
but have not solved the problem as soon as the experience expands
past that area. Hardware such as omnidirectional treadmills exist
as a tool, allowing the player to walk in any direction and matching
that with movement in-game. However, this brings the experience
to a whole other level in terms of budget and it is far from how the
average VR-experience is experienced.

The second aspect where the hardware choice may have had
an impact is the limited degree of freedom in head movement. A
consequence of the HMD only tracking three degrees of freedom,
i.e. in three dimensions but without rotation, is that the player tend
to be less expressive in his or hers physical movement, acting more
robotic. This could have a dampening effect on the test partici-
pants will to explore and possibly make them focus more on the
objective, which in return theoretically could increase the level of
"inattentional blindness".

The third aspect could be the standards of graphics in the hard-
ware of choice compared to the higher end HMDs. It is plausible
that higher quality graphics would make the message of certain
advertisements come across more clearly, possibly catching the
attention of the player to a higher extent. However, there is noth-
ing that suggests that the Optimal Foraging Theory would not be
triggered to the same extent and that after the advertisement made
its first impression, albeit possibly more impactful, it would be
overlooked the same way as its current rendition.

Another design choice that possibly had an impact on the test
data was the position of the cubes,i.e. the items of interest for the
game objective. The cubes are located at different positions in ver-
sion A and version B of the test. This was a conscious design decision
made to stimulate continuous exploration during the participants
second playthrough. The positions of the cubes are altered between
two predefined sets, one for each version of the game, and not

randomly spawned throughout the environment. The reasoning
behind this was to minimize the random parameters of the expe-
rience in order to better be able to compare the data in-between
sessions. It is possible that one of the two sets of locations were
advantageous in terms of encouraging exploration and that it had
an impact on related data. However, the location sets had a similar
number of cubes at the different altitudes, both sets with locations
covering all parts of the virtual environment, and it is very unlikely
that this had any significant effect on the results.

5.4 Future Work
It would be interesting to see the results of a similar study done
in Mixed Reality or Augmented Reality with e.g. the Magic Leap.
How will the brain interpret and categorize the advertisements
in the context of there being both real and virtual information
present? Will the increased and potentially dynamic information in
the real world environment encourage continuous environmental
scanning or will it trigger "Inattentional Blindness" to a higher
extent compared to VR?

It is also of interest to conduct this study in VR but with removing
the potential restrictions coming from the hardware. Upgrading
the HMD to one supporting top of the line graphics and utilizing
hardware that support a more intuitive way for locomotion could
give even higher immersion and a more relaxed approach from the
player. Will the increased immersion from being able to "physically"
walk around in VR with the help of e.g. a omnidirectional treadmill
result in more users consciously noticing the advertisement and
thereby another outcome completely?

Shifting the attention to the advertising aspect of this study,
there is a lot of room to do future research with the focus on adver-
tising content rather than advertising form. One could research and
compare the impact of context related content with content that has
nothing to do with the context, perhaps utilizing personal informa-
tion to have targeted content. Related to this there is opportunity
to focus on the ethical and emotional aspects of advertising and
examine how the user experience is impacted by very personalized
content, when the user is in a state of high immersion.

6 CONCLUSIONS
I set out to examine the impact of a variety of advertisements in
comparison to recurring advertisement in Cross Reality experiences.
I conducted a user study with the expectation that the advertise-
ments would impact the user experience and mount a reaction from
the test participants. Whilst the data suggests that the user experi-
ence was good in terms of immersion, it did not deliver the expected
reaction towards the advertisements. The severity of the Optimal
Foraging Theory was underestimated in terms of impacting the user
experience, which in the perspective of the three defined stakehold-
ers necessarily is not a bad thing. Both the users and the developers
can be assumed to be happy with the more or less non-existent
impact on user experience, with the only stakeholder that might
have a concern being the advertiser. However, here the software
data bring some comfort in the case of a variety of advertisement
showing that the users keep exploring their surroundings, revis-
iting the advertisements continuously, making an argument of it
being an efficient mean of brand advertisement.
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